DORMITORIES PLAN TO PUBLISH A NEWSPAPER

Competitions for Positions on "The Aldred" (Continued)

Reports around the dormitories at present have it that there will soon emerge a university publication called "Dorm Xers." The paper is to be run by half the size of the current Aldred series. This project is being planned for the fall term, in order to be published in the spring. Among the various dormitory newspapers that have been mentioned are the "Hemlock," "Vanguard," and "The Leader." A most interesting thing that happens around the halls will appear. Anyone porter is to be assigned to each hall and in this way it is hoped to cover all possible news which might otherwise be overlooked. These house newspapers have resulted in a screen instead of a newspaper in each dormitory. There will be a regular editorial, history and event department in which the politicians may in turn become a regular part at the dorm activities. It is planned to hold competition in all the branches of the newspaper, from the layouts, to the yearbook, to the various departments which include the fiction and the features. This way the live material should be gotten.

STAFF OFFICERS TO MEET STUDENTS

Colored Dillon Will Address Officers in Faculty and R.O.T.C.

That former "quint de corps" at Adair Hall, where the: officers will meet, is the military recognition for Dr. R. W. Steuart, in the Faculty and Alumni rooms of Walker Hall. Officers of the various branches of the Reserves Officers Corps in the Parades andInteresting room and the guards officers at the H. T. T. C. will be the first time at all in a social gath- ering.

Result of Student Activity

About 50 men are expected to be present. Speeches will be delivered by F. W. Plummer, head of the department of Military Science, if he is able to be present in person. The President of the Dillon of the Reserve Officers Corps, W. W. Greer is邀 on as the speaker as Pro- fessor Dillon and lineup. F. W. Lary, known to all students in the R. T. C. here. Refreshments will be served also. These attending are to wear uniforms if possible. This occasion, as well, is the last of the dormitory campaign, and will blow out the articles which have been written on the dormitory battle, and another organization now under consideration is the cost of the activity of certain students who will now return to their old rooms, having completed the freshmen campaign last year. These men, at least for tomorrow, appear to be a group chapter of the Sigma Alpha Chi fraternity, and the prominent activity to come.

STYLIST ELECTS

Stylist, honorary society of TH: This Elects is holding its annual meeting on the following day: election to membership:

Mr. Paul Goodspeed
Adviser

M. S. Murtagh 72, W. L. Laidlaw 73, R. C. Newhall 74, R. H. Lang 75, S. H. Colby 76, A. O. Sheppard 76, J. E. Bates 76

Baton Elets

Baton Elets is giving notice that it is

announcing the election of the following students:


BE A DORA

DRIVE IF YOURSELF BY THE
J. B. JURAM
II Court, Cambridge, Mass.
Boston

HEWINS & HOLLIS

Men's
Furnishings Goods
4 Hamilton Place
Boston

Opposite Park St. Church

STONE & WEBSTER

INCORPORATED

DESIGNSHOWS power stations, hydro- electric power plants, industrial and commercial plants, and large hotel and office buildings.

CONSTRUCT either from your own de- signs or cooperate with our principal designers or architects.

MANUFACTURER of mechanical and industrial equipment.

RESEARCH on new processes, improved methods and new products.

FURNISHING insures skilful execution and control of each detail.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Harvard to the Rescue

It is a lucky thing for Technology that Harvard is ever ready to be gen- erous with its equipment. In the re- cently staged crew race the manage- ment had to call aside the rafters from along the shore if the Harvard team were to be allowed to field. As usual the coaching "bunch" was on the side of the competitors, the men having staff in small boats. This year the plate was not presented. Several times some idea of mer- cy on the part of Harvard was to be observed when the feature appeared versa- lent but at that.

VOD DOG COMPETITION

The Vod Dog announces the opening of a competition for Publisher Photograph Manager which starts today and which will continue until November 5. All candidates will report at the Vod Dog office as is arranged by the committee.

THE DODGERS ELECT

There will be a meeting of the dodgeball committee at 5:30 P. M. on Monday, November 5. All interested should be present.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY TRIP

The Chemical Society will conduct a tour of the United States Patent Office in Washington and will hold the ceremony of the lecture in the Faculty and Alumni rooms at 1:30 P. M.

CATHOLIC CLUB

There will be a joint meeting of the Catholic and the Science Club in St. John's Hall, 9th Street, Boston.

THETA TAU

There will be a meeting of Theta Tau on Thursday, November 7, at 7:30 P. M. in the Faculty and Alumni rooms.

SPECIAL NOTICES

Sanders may obtain apparatus for scientific purposes pictures are due the Technical office, Walker 74 and 44 and in Main Lobby from 12:22

FROSH BOXING PRACTICE

Freshman boxing practice will be held on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday morning. Practice will be held in room 10-250, President of the General Electric Company, will hold a reception to all College and R. O. T. C. men.

CAMPUS LIFE COMMITTEE will hold a reception to all College and R. O. T. C. members. The committee will hold a reception to all College and R. O. T. C. men.

FROSH BOXING MANNERS

The Frosh Boxers are expected to be present during the meeting of the R. O. T. C. and the Science Club in St. John's Hall, 9th Street, Boston.

Campion of the Combined Drive Committee will hold a reception to all College and R. O. T. C. men.

RIFLE CLUB MEETING

There will be a meeting of the Rifle Club at 5:00 P. M. this afternoon in the Rifle Range for the election of officers.

DANCEires will be allowed to attend all dances after 5:00 P. M. from the Cathedral, for the election of officers.

MUSICAL CLUBS

There will be a meeting of the Combined Musical Clubs insurance afternoons in room 2-150.
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GREAT COATS FOR THE GAME

"BUCKINGHAM" $40 to $60

For College Men

The distinctive features of this English type coat are the Nar- row collar and lapels, buttoning high, Satin Plaited Pocket, Tab Cuffs and French closing with four buttons. The Buckler line first in its class is back and it stamps the wearer a college man or at least with a college taste in clothing.

Other Mode's in

Overcoats & Trousers $30 to $90

TOWERS COATLINE

SNAPPY, SERVICEABLE WATERPROOF

ALL THE GO WITH COLLEGE MEN

Varsity Slickers

Auto Coats

Toucans

FISK BAND

"The Rainy Day Band"

A. T. J. TOWEY CO.

BOSTON

MASS.

Dress Clothes for Every Occasion
For Hire or For Sale

New Exclusive
Cutaway Suits and Full Dress Accessories

Best Service in Boston

SPECIAL RATES TO TECH STUDENTS

Edward F. Burns Company

123 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON

Telephone, Liberty 1579

NO one smokes Melachrino without liking them — for their quality instantly wins appreciation.